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he frequently develops a taste for the decadent and the ultra-
modern.
His moral conduct in general is chaotic and unpredictable
at the beginning of the period. Like the young child, the
adolescent has to learn self-control—chiefly, this time, over
the expressions of his sex-instinct. He can repress and inhibit
his emotional outbursts to a greater extent than the young
child, but he is always confronted with the urgent problem of
his own sex-life; and he has as little self-control, compared
with the adult, as the infant has, compared with the child of
ten.
In achieving self-control he is helped by the formation of
ideals. His hero-worship ought to result in sentiments of love
for the moral qualities of his hero, and the gradual incorpora-
tion of these in his sentiment for an ideal self. Adolescence
is the age for the final consolidation of the self into some-
thing stable and permanent. As it consolidates will-power
"develops: increasing knowledge enables the youth to see his
impulsesrfor what they are, to relate them to one another and
to the whole self, and therefore to control them. The highest
stage of moral conduct is reached when behaviour is directed
by ideals rather than by social praise or blame. There arc
few who dare to follow the light that is in them, regardless
of social consequences, but those few are the salt of the
earth.
Finally, the gregarious impulse of earlier years becomes
sublimated into derinite Ibrms ^f social behaviour. The self
of earlier adolescence is felt to be incomplete; ideals of social
service are formed and cherished, and the generous heart of
youth abounds in the love of mankind and burns with the
desire to help in the creation of an ideal society. The adoles-
cent hitches his wagon to a star, and is, by his very nature, a
reformer. The wise educator will seek to direct these altruistic
impulses into fruitful channels, and will be indulgent and
sympathetic to those young men who see visions.
At the end of the period comes maturity, permanent this
time. Interest has again turned outward to the worlds of
nature, men, and things. Fantasies fade and reality is faced.

